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Convention. Delaware, with its population of under 60,000, would
have as much to say as Virginia, with nearly 750,000 (not count-'
ing Kentucky, which had mote inhabitants than Delaware but
was still a part of Virginia). Pennsylvania, with about 480,000,
was -the third largest of the states as to population^ roughly equal
to the combined numbers of New Hampshire, Rhode Isl&iid, New
Jersey, Delaware, and Georgia, Gouverneur Morris and other
delegates from Pennsylvania proposed that the large states should
unite ain firmly refusing to the small States an equal vote/y as
unreasonable in itself and sure to "negative every good system
of Government/' which in the nature of things could not permit
a few people'here to have the same voice as many people there,
The delegates from Virginia thought that to raise the issue at the
beginning might "beget fatal altercations'* between the small and
large states before anything had been accomplished. Let the
small states have equal votes at the outset, on the chance that
they might in time see the wisdom of voluntarily giving up their
artificial equality "for the sake of an effective Government** Con-
sequently Virginia ^discountenanced & stifled** the Pennsylvania
project1
The Virginia delegates, all being in Philadelphia and all hav-
ing no private affairs to occupy their time, were free to begin
systematic preparations for the Convention. As George Mason
wrote on the 20th, they met and conferred two or three hours
every day "in order to form a proper correspondence of senti*
meiits^—tliat is, to agree on a common program* Washington, who
never mentions these conferences in his diary, may not have at-
tended all of them; but even without him his colleagues had a
weight and range of political knowledge, experience, and ability
which could not have been surpassed to any other state. Randolph
1 The actual population figures for 1787 are not known, but they were not
far from the figures, themselves approximate, given by the first census of
1790: Virginia (including what is now West Virginia), 747,010 (292,627 of
them slaves), not counting Kentucky, 72,677 (12,430 slaves); Massachusetts,
378,787 (no slaves) within its present limits, and 95,590 in Maine; Pennsyl-
vania, 434,373 (3,757 slaves); North Carolina, 393,751 (100,571 slaves), not
counting Tennessee, which without recognition from North Carolina called
itself the independent Slate of Franklin, 35,001 (slaves estimated at one to
every twenty whites); New York, 340,120 (21,324 slaves)? Maryland, -319,728
(103,036 slaves); South Carolina 249,073 (107,094 slaves); Connecticut 237,-
9^6 (2,764 slaves); New Jersey, 184,139 (11,423 slaves); New Hampshire,
141,885 (158 slaves); Georgia, 82,548 (29,264 slaves); BJbode Island, 68,725
(94$ slaves); Delaware* 59,094 (887 slaves),	-	,

